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Abstract—The design of a horn antenna based on Electromagnetic Band Gap structures (EBGs) and fed by evanescent fields in the containing periodic structure is presented. Such all-dielectric antennas can form compact arrays and provide a promising solution for millimeter, sub-millimeter and THz devices. An evanescently fed EBG horn antenna design based on a woodpile structure and operating at frequencies around 110 GHz is presented, together with experimental and simulation results for an analogous scaled-up prototype antenna operating in the Ku band. It exhibits a 9% bandwidth and an average level of maximum gain approximately equal to 14.6dBi.

Index Terms—electromagnetic band gap (EBG) antenna, horn antenna, sub-millimeter antenna, electromagnetic band gap (EBG) material, array antenna, terahertz antenna, photonic crystal.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic band gap structures (EBGs) [1-6], also known as photonic crystals in optics, have been attracting the attention of scientists and technologists since a couple of decades ago. Although a great amount of research has already been conducted in the field of physics and engineering related to EBGs and EBG-based devices, these structures still offer a lot of opportunities in interesting and topical applications.

EBG technology applied to the microwave and THz engineering opens up the possibility of creating compact and well-matched devices due to the fact that an EBG structure can serve as the embedding medium for all the components of such devices. At the same time, the use of EBG structures allows one to avoid losses in metals, which are especially noticeable at high frequencies where the skin-effect becomes significant or dominant [7], as many EBG-based devices can serve as the embedding medium for all the components of such devices. At the same time, the use of EBG structures allows one to avoid losses in metals, which are especially noticeable at high frequencies where the skin-effect becomes significant or dominant [7], as many EBG-based devices can be made almost entirely out of dielectric materials.

In recent years, EBGs have been widely exploited for the purpose of shaping and improving the radiation characteristics of antennas of different types [8-13]. EBG resonator cavities and defects [2-5, 14] have also been used to create antennas with large directivities and high efficiencies [15-17]. The main advantage of these defect-based antennas is their compactness, and their main limitation is the operating bandwidth. All the above mentioned devices also require metallic components.

EBG antennas with larger bandwidths can be designed using the concept of the “classical” metallic horn antennas, consisting of a hollow pipe tapered to form an aperture. As an example, in [18] the idea of matching the transition from an EBG waveguide to free space is considered.

The first two-dimensional photonic crystal horn antenna (PCHA) was reported in paper [19] and in patent [20]. The first physically realizable 3D EBG horn antennas were presented in [21-23]: in these antennas implemented inside a woodpile slab [24,25] the impedance matching between the feeding EBG waveguide and the free space is achieved by introducing a layer of bent woodpile rods.

EBG horn antennas demonstrate a number of advantages and promising properties, such as large operating bandwidth, possibility of reaching high directivity levels, and low losses at higher frequencies due to the absence of metals (provided the components are carefully matched and the level of fabrication errors is low). However, their performance is limited due to the small dimensions of the aperture in the stacking direction. Since the horns are created in one of the woodpile layers, these dimensions are determined by the thickness of the woodpile bars and lead to a broad beam in the E-Plane.

In this paper, a novel way of simultaneously feeding two EBG horn antennas, via evanescent waves, is reported. The design of the evanescently fed EBG horn antennas and arrays are presented. The concept of evanescent feeding is experimentally confirmed.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II explains how hollow defects in EBG structures can function as horn antennas. In the same Section, the concept of evanescent feeding of such antennas is presented together with the design of a F band woodpile-based horn antenna. Section III presents the results of experimental studies of a Ku band scaled-up prototype of the above mentioned antenna. As shown in Sections II and III, the radiation patterns of the proposed antennas are not symmetrical in the E-plane due to geometrical properties of the woodpile structure. Section IV presents the design of a symmetrical two-element array of evanescently fed EBG horn antennas, which exhibits a
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symmetrical radiation pattern in both E- and H-planes. Conclusions are presented in Section V.

II. EVANESCENTLY FED EBG HORN ANTENNAS

A. Horn antennas in a woodpile structure

In this work, the woodpile structure (Fig.1) is used as the embedding medium due to its relative simplicity in terms of fabrication [26]. For the frequencies around 90-120GHz the chosen EBG structure is assumed to be made of silicon bars with dielectric permittivity and loss tangent equal to \( \varepsilon = 11.9 \) and \( \tan \delta = 0.004 \), respectively. The geometrical parameters of the woodpile are: EBG lattice constant \( a = 1 \)mm, width and height of the silicon rods equal to \( d_1 = 0.3 \)mm and \( d_2 = 0.33 \)mm respectively. According to plane wave decomposition calculations the chosen woodpile structure exhibits a band gap in the frequency range of approximately 95-125GHz.

The horn antenna is realized as a hollow pyramidal-shaped defect of the ideal periodic woodpile. Such a defect can be created in one layer of the woodpile structure by bending the rods as shown in Fig.2 (as proposed in [22,23]).

The EBG horn antenna in Fig.2 is directly coupled to a feeding EBG waveguide. This configuration will be used as a reference for directivity analysis below.

In this paper, a three-layer EBG waveguide (illustrated in Fig.3) is used as a feeding waveguide for the EBG horn antennas. This waveguide, realized as a hollow defect in three adjacent layers of a woodpile structure, is a non-symmetrical scaled version of the one reported in [27] (i.e. there is no mirror symmetry in the stacking direction of the woodpile layers). The latter showed a very good matching with standard WR10 metallic microwave waveguide in the W band (75 – 110 GHz). The EBG waveguide used for the present antenna configuration is formed by removing two woodpile rods parallel to the waveguiding direction and parts of the perpendicular woodpile bars in the adjacent upper and lower layers of the periodic structure. This EBG waveguide operates in the F band at around 100-120GHz. Its numerically calculated transmission and reflection coefficients, when the device is fed by a WR8 waveguide, are shown in Fig.4. The system was simulated using the FDTD method (provided by CST Microwave Studio).

In Fig.5 the input reflection coefficient, directivity and gain of the simulated single-layer EBG horn antenna are presented.
Fig. 5. Performance of the single-layer woodpile horn antenna fed by a three-layer woodpile waveguide. The black solid curve represents the antenna input reflection coefficient magnitude. The dashed lines with black squares and triangles represent the peak directivity and gain of the antenna, respectively.

Considering the level of reflection, efficiency and directivity of the simulated device, its operating bandwidth can be estimated as approximately 9%: in the interval of 103.27-113.03GHz the reflection coefficient tends to stay below the value of -10dB, and the directivity does not decrease for more than 3dBi from its maximum value.

A typical radiation pattern of this EBG horn antenna is presented in Fig. 6.

**B. EBG horn antennas fed via evanescent fields**

In order to reduce the beamwidth in the E-plane an alternative feeding configuration is proposed. Instead of the direct coupling of the horn antenna to the waveguide, the evanescently fed EBG horn antenna (Fig. 7) uses the “tunnelling” effect, which occurs in the EBG structures, as a coupling mechanism to transfer the energy from the feeding waveguide to the EBG antenna. This approach makes it possible to use one EBG waveguide to feed two closely placed EBG horn antennas, thus allowing the realization of compact EBG horn antenna arrays [23] and achieving narrower beams in the E-Plane.

In the present paper, an evanescently fed double EBG horn antenna is presented (Fig. 7). It consists of two horns such as that previously described, formed by layers of bent rods placed at a distance of two vertical periods of woodpile \( (8d_2) \) and a common three-layer EBG waveguide feed. This configuration can be also considered as a two-element array, but since both apertures share the feeding EBG waveguide, in this paper it will be referred to as a “double EBG horn antenna”. The distance between the antennas was set to two periods of the woodpile structure simply because smaller separation results in combining both antennas in a single defect lying within the same period of the EBG structure. This would lead to deterioration of the horn antenna performance. The dramatic effect of mutual strong coupling of the closely placed antennas was described in details in [23]. Larger distances do not permit using a common waveguide feed due to losses in the EBG structure, and do not provide the necessary interference between the apertures.
Both evanescently fed antennas have the same flare angle $\alpha=10^\circ$. Fig. 8 presents the input reflection coefficient for different flare angles, and it can be seen that $\alpha=10^\circ$ is the optimal flare angle for the considered woodpile parameters in terms of bandwidth and reflection level.

Moreover, setting the antenna positions $\Delta l_{up}=0.6a$, $\Delta l_{low}=0$ makes both horns radiate in phase for the central frequency ($f \approx 108.7$GHz). Fig. 10 presents the dependence of the phase difference of the electric field in the upper and lower EBG horn antennas $\Delta \phi$ on the coordinate in the direction of propagation ($z$) for different frequencies. At the edges of the operating band, the phase mismatch increases up to 20º and 10º for the lower and upper frequency band boundary, respectively.
Fig. 10. Simulated phase difference of the electric field in the upper and lower EBG horn antennas vs. displacement in the direction of propagation for different frequencies within the operating frequency band. The point $z=0$ corresponds to the upper antenna throat position.

At the same time, the chosen parameters provide almost equal coupling between the feeding waveguide and each of the horns. Fig. 11 presents the corresponding coupling levels, $CL_{21}$ and $CL_{31}$, equal to S-parameters ($S_{21}$ and $S_{31}$, respectively) normalized to have a maximum value of unity (or 0dB). The coupling levels were calculated numerically by putting a probe at the apertures of each of the horns for different antenna positions.

Fig. 11. Simulated levels of coupling between the feeding EBG waveguide and the lower and the upper EBG horns ($CL_{21}$ and $CL_{31}$, respectively) at different positions of horns with respect to the feeding waveguide.

Fig. 12 presents the field distribution in different cross-sections of this antenna configuration at 108 GHz. In the woodpile middle layer, where the input waveguide is located, the field is blocked by the woodpile structure. It can be seen that in the upper and lower woodpile horns, the field behaves as it should do in a horn antenna.

Fig. 12. Electric field distribution (absolute value in gray-scale) at 108 GHz in the cross-sections corresponding to the lower antenna plane (H-plane), waveguide middle level plane (H-plane) and upper antenna plane (H-plane).

The reflection coefficient, directivity and gain of the antenna are presented in Fig. 13.
Fig. 13. Simulated performance of the evanescently fed EBG horn antenna. The black solid curve represents the antenna input reflection coefficient magnitude. The solid curves with squares and triangles represent the peak directivity and gain of the evanescently fed double EBG horn antenna respectively.

In terms of reflection, efficiency and directivity the device has approximately 8.3% bandwidth: in the interval of 104.20-113.25GHz the reflection coefficient stays below the value of -10dB, the directivity does not decrease for more than 3dBi from its maximum value, and the radiation efficiency is sufficiently higher than -3dB (50%). The maximum value of the gain of the evanescently fed EBG horn antenna (14.9dBi) is more than 2dB higher than that of the previously considered directly-fed EBG horn antenna (Fig. 5). The matching of the horn is also improved with respect to the first configuration.

Fig. 14. Simulated E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns at 110GHz.

In Fig. 14 the E- and H-plane radiation patterns at a selected frequency of 110 GHz are shown. It can be seen that both in Fig. 14 and Fig. 6 the E-plane radiation pattern is not symmetrical and the main lobe is slightly tilted. This happens due to the phase shift between the array elements and the absence of vertical mirror symmetry in the woodpile structure. The pronounced side lobes in Fig. 14 are the grating lobes. However, their level is comparatively reasonable as the difference between the directivity values of the main- and the side-lobes is greater than 10dB within the operating bandwidth.

III. PROTOTYPE EBG HORN ANTENNA IN KU BAND

In order to confirm the results of the simulations and to corroborate the concept of evanescent feeding in EBGs, a low-frequency prototype of the above described EBG horn antenna, with scaled-up parameters, was fabricated and measured.

The woodpile structure with the period equal to 8.5mm and having a band gap in the Ku frequency band (at around 12.6-15.7GHz) was fabricated from 1.27mm-thick slabs of Rogers RC3010 (dielectric constant $\varepsilon = 11.2$) using a milling machine with a 2mm end mill. The parameters of the woodpile were chosen as follows: EBG lattice constant $a = 8.5\text{mm}$, woodpile bars width and height equal to $d_1 = 2.8\text{mm}$ and $d_2 = 2.54\text{mm}$ respectively. The flaring angles of the upper and lower antennas were chosen to be equal to $10^\circ$ in order to obtain the best matching and radiation properties. Note that the structure is not a directly scaled-up version of the previously presented one, slight adjustments of the geometry of the structure had to be performed due to the limited range of thickness of the used dielectric material and the small variation in the dielectric constant.

The EBG structure was mounted layer by layer (Fig. 15) and fixed firmly in order to avoid displacements and distortions affecting the geometrical structure and the periodicity of the woodpile. The evanescently fed double EBG horn antenna was fed by a metallic waveguide introduced into the structure.

With the use of a network analyzer PNA E8361C, the input reflection coefficient $S_{11}$ was measured at the frequencies within the range of 12-18GHz. The results of the reflection measurements, presented in Fig. 16, show a very good agreement between the experimental and numerically predicted data. According to the simulations, the antenna exhibits approximately a 10.1% bandwidth and operates in the frequency range of 13.17 – 14.57GHz. The measurements
confirm a slightly narrower 9.05% bandwidth, which corresponds to the 13.3 - 14.56GHz frequency range.

Fig.16. Simulated and measured input reflection coefficient of the Ku band prototype of the double evanescently fed EBG horn antenna.

The simulated and measured antenna maximum gain is presented in Fig.17. The peak value is equal to 14.6dBi.

Fig.17. Simulated and measured peak gain of the Ku band prototype of the double evanescently fed EBG horn antenna.

Fig.18 and Fig.19 present the experimentally obtained radiation patterns and the corresponding FDTD simulation data for three different frequencies within the band gap. A good agreement between simulation and experimental data was achieved again.

A slight asymmetry of the radiation pattern in the E-plane of the antenna can be noticed. This phenomenon occurs due to the absence of vertical symmetry in the woodpile structure, as it was previously explained.

Fig.18. Simulated and measured E-plane radiation patterns of the Ku band prototype of the double evanescently fed EBG horn antenna at 13.5GHz, 14.0GHz and 14.5GHz.
IV. SYMMETRICAL ARRAY OF EVANESCENTLY FED EBG HORN ANTENNAS

In the previous section, the principle of evanescent feeding was demonstrated experimentally. This approach can be used in order to create compact arrays of EBG horn antennas [23] since more than one antenna can be fed by one EBG waveguide, and the problem of having to leave considerable distance between the latter ones is automatically solved. At the same time, less input/output ports are required.

However, as it has already been mentioned, since woodpile structures possess no mirror symmetry in the vertical (stacking) direction, the main lobe of the radiation pattern of a woodpile horn antenna will always point slightly upwards or downwards. In order to sort this problem out and obtain a symmetrical radiation pattern in both E- and H-planes, a symmetrical array of two evanescently fed double EBG horn antennas (four EBG horns fed by two EBG waveguides) was designed (Fig. 20).

In this structure, a mirror symmetry layer is introduced in the woodpile structure. A symmetry layer in an EBG, being a defect of the periodic structure, may affect the band gap properties. However, in the present configuration there is enough space between the horns and waveguides and this “defect layer” for the band gap to become apparent. In other words, the introduced vertical symmetry does not affect the functioning of the EBG-based components of the presented antenna.

Vertical symmetry results in such an interaction of the radiating apertures that the resulting main lobe points to boresight and the radiation pattern becomes symmetrical in both E- and H-planes (Fig. 21).
Fig. 21. Simulated E- and H-plane radiation patterns of the symmetrical array at 110GHz.

It can be clearly seen that the radiation pattern becomes symmetric. The maximum directivity at 110GHz is 19.6dBi, being increased by almost 4dBi compared to the double EBG horn antenna configuration. The side lobes are still present. However, the difference between the main and the side lobe level is greater than 10dB.

Fig. 22. Simulated input reflection coefficients of the symmetrical EBG horn antenna array (solid curve) and the double EBG horn antenna sub-array (dashed curve).

The level of input reflection of the symmetrical array presented in Fig. 22 is similar to the level of reflection of the array components, i.e. the double evanescently fed EBG horn antennas (Fig.13). Thus, the operating bandwidth of the two presented configurations is practically the same.

The spatial distribution of the electric field in the symmetrical EBG horn antenna array at 110GHz is presented in Fig.23.

Thus, the designed symmetrical array of four woodpile horn antennas allows one to obtain all the advantages of the evanescently fed EBG horn antennas and at the same time to achieve symmetry in the radiation pattern.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the concept of evanescent feeding of EBG horn antennas is presented. It has been developed and confirmed numerically and experimentally. The proposed type of antennas is interesting and promising from the practical point of view as they can be easily stacked together to form an array within the same EBG slab. Thanks to evanescent feeding, fewer input/output ports are required.

A double evanescently fed EBG horn antenna for millimeter wavelengths has been designed and simulated. It exhibits a 8.3% bandwidth and an average level of maximum directivity approximately equal to 16dBi. A prototype of this device in Ku frequency band has been fabricated and measured. The experimental results show good agreement with simulations and confirm the efficiency of the concept of evanescent feeding for EBG horn antennas.

A solution for the problem of asymmetrical radiation patterns of woodpile horn antennas has been presented. Using a mirror-symmetry layer between two double EBG horn antennas, one can realize a four-antenna array fed evanescently by two EBG waveguides. Such an array possesses a symmetrical radiation pattern and a considerable operating bandwidth: more than 8% for the presented F band design.
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